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Vision/ Identity 

The Humanitas Academy is a program consisting of approximately four hundred students 
that emphasizes the study of the humanities. It is a rigorous, academic, college preparatory 
program that provides students with the courses necessary to enter a four-year college, including 
the A-G requirements for entrance to the University of California system. The Humanitas 
Academy vision is to graduate students who are truly prepared to take their place as literate, 
intellectually curious, involved citizens of the 21st Century. The Humanitas staff is deeply 
committed to the belief that the key to creating critical thinking scholars and life-long learners is 
to lead them to the realization that all knowledge is interconnected. We are committed to 
presenting curriculum in such a manner as to allow students to explore these rich, deep 
connections.  To achieve this vision curriculum is taught in thematic, interdisciplinary units with 
the development of writing skills as a constant component. The study of humanities is 
particularly well suited for this vision.  In addition to standards-based instruction in the core 
humanities classes, art, music, and, at some grade levels, dance have been incorporated into the 
curriculum.  The math and science curriculum is integrated into the thematic units when it is 
appropriate and add a further dimension to the students’ understanding of the interconnectedness 
of all knowledge. The math and science teachers integrate the cross-curriculum writing and 
literacy skills into their curriculum as well.  

 
 The Humanitas Academy maintains high expectations for its students.  Many students 
come into the program reading several years below grade level. We also have a number of 
English language learners and RSP students. We expect all students to seriously undertake the 
task of increasing their reading and comprehension levels. To this end we have incorporated into 
our curriculum the West Ed Reading Apprenticeship program, a successful reading literacy 
program that focuses, among other things, on helping students increase their skill in accessing 
text and textbooks more effectively.  Students are also expected to read a million words a year 
and utilize the Accelerated Reader program through the school library. Along with improving 
their reading skills, students are expected to demonstrate their increasing writing skills through 
the mastery of a scaffolded series of writing tasks spread out over the four years.  Students will 
be involved in three years of Spanish language studies with the hope that they will become truly 
bilingual.  Students are expected to maintain good attendance, participate in student performance 
projects, create exhibitions and take an active part in Socratic seminars. Through the completion 
of these long-term goals and with other more specific activities we are giving particular attention 
to improving students performance on the CAHSEE and CST tests.  Intervention pieces are in 
place throughout the program, including but not limited to, CAHSEE tutoring, after-school 
Humanitas Academy tutoring, Saturday school, and intersession classes. 
    
 The Humanitas Academy’s vision of helping students make connections between all the 
disciplines leads to partnerships with a wide variety of programs and institutions.  The 
Humanitas program has been in existence as a four-year program for ten years.  In previous years 
we have had students work as docents at the Japanese-American museum, create radio programs 
under the tutelage of National Public Radio for inclusion in an exhibit at the Japanese American 
museum, write and publish a book with 826 LA Foundation, participate in a Human Geography 
project with the Getty Museum and Cal Poly, participate in a play under the auspices of 
Shakespeare, LA and participate in programs with the Academy of Motion Pictures.  Urban 
Educational Partnership, Girls Today, Women Tomorrow, and the Boyle Heights Learning 
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Collaborative also provide programs, activities and opportunities for our students. We have a 
wide array of contacts in the Los Angeles community and the projects we participate in on a 
yearly basis depend on the offerings of those institutions and programs.  We have field trips built 
into the grade level curriculum for the Renaissance Fair, The Holocaust Museum, the Museum of 
Radio and TV, the Getty Museum and the Gene Autry Museum.  Santa Monica City College 
offers classes, most often art classes, here on our campus that our students take and students from 
the Academy have also been enrolled in classes at ELAC and Cal State. We are in the process of 
finding internships and creating a Speaker’s Series that will help our students become familiar 
with the possibilities of employment and careers in the humanities.  
 
 While the Humanitas Academy has been in existence as a four-year program for ten 
years, we are nevertheless an evolving entity. The teachers in the program are continuously 
involved in the development and revision of the program. As new members of the staff enter the 
program new pieces are added and pieces revised to incorporate their strengths and talents. The 
entire SLC faculty based upon need and the amount of funds available makes budgetary 
decisions.  The Lead Teacher and other staff members share the leadership responsibilities.  A 
student leadership committee was formed in 2000.  These students are responsible for 
publication of the Humanitas Academy Newsletter, helping to plan and organize student 
activities and representing students at SLC and Parent meetings. Parents are involved in the on-
going design and revision of Humanitas operations. There is a  Parent Council that meets and 
parent representatives that attend various SLC meetings, for example, meetings where budgets 
are discussed and decided upon. Parents are also involved in the end of term retreat where 
evaluation of the work of the previous year is evaluated, revisions and additions decided upon, 
and desires and new components suggested.  To encourage more parent involvement, we will be 
developing an end of term Parent Satisfaction Survey to augment the Student Survey already in 
existence. 
  
 Curriculum in the Humanitas Academy is organized around and driven by themes.  The 
state standards of instruction for the various courses are addressed within the confines of the 
various thematic units. Various instructional techniques including, but not limited to, the use of 
multiple intelligences, SDAIE, simulations, Socratic seminars are used in the Academy.  
Assessment, both formative and summative, are given at regular intervals, shared with 
Interdisciplinary Team members and used to guide and revise instruction.  A more thorough 
articulation of the Academy’s curriculum will be discussed later in this proposal. 
 
 The matrix of classes is created with the Humanitas Academy counselor, the Humanitas 
Lead teacher and the Lead teachers from other SLCs.  We first create our matrix of classes with 
the data from the counselor on the number of sections needed.  Then all the academies on A 
track combine their matrixes and revise the areas of conflict. 
 
 Most of the Humanitas Academy is located in contiguous classrooms on the third floor of 
the R-building. Science and Art classes are housed in rooms dedicated for those purposes.   
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Equity and Access 
 
 The Humanitas Academy is committed to provide all of our students with a rigorous 
curriculum that will prepare them for college or university study. Humanitas students come to 
Roosevelt with varying reading, mathematic and writing skill levels. Students whose reading  
levels are below grade level are placed in double block classes and trained in the Reading 
Apprenticeship model of literacy education. For students who lack Algebra readiness skills, they 
are offered a pre-Algebra class. We have Special Education teachers on our staff and they help 
teachers and students meet the requirements and goals of their IEP. All teachers are trained in 
SDAIE instructional methods.  The Humanitas Academy has three staff members who teach 
Advanced Placement classes for the high performing students.  Honors contracts are available in 
Humanitas classes for students who are capable and willing to work at that level.  Humanitas 
students also have access to classes outside the Academy to meet any academic need not 
satisfied within the Academy.  
 
 There is an Academic Intervention process in place within the Academy. Based on class 
grades and/ or test scores, students are identified as in need of intervention.  The first step is 
attending after school tutoring with appropriate Humanitas instructors. If students need further 
help they are referred to Saturday school. If it becomes necessary to take classes again, students 
are referred to Adult School or intersession.  Parent/student conferences with teachers and 
sometimes the counselor are arranged as needed. Many opportunities for students to receive help 
are available. 
  
 Student recruitment for the Humanitas Academy begins in the fall semester. A group of 
teachers visit the local middle schools with fliers, applications, a student panel and a student 
slide show to inform students about all the academies on A track. At the end of the presentation, 
eighth graders fill out an interest declaration. The interest surveys are tallied by the track leads 
and  counselors and a second visit to the middle schools is planned.  At this visit student attend 
informational workshops and at the end of the day students are asked to fill out an application 
identifying their top choices. Parental requests for placing siblings in the program are honored 
when possible. 
 
 The Humanitas Academy’s students are heterogeneously grouped.  We philosophically 
believe in this type of grouping because it is a critical piece in establishing a community of 
scholars where various talents, skills and insights support all learners.   Because of the 
heterogeneous nature of our student population it is necessary to analyze, revise and personalize 
our course designs.  This is most of ten done on the individual team level first, using student 
work protocols. At a broader grade or program level, data is analyzed and changes made in 
course structure or content to improve test scores.  Students who have the desire and capability 
are offered a contract for honor’s credit.  Students who excel in various subjects are offered the 
opportunity to take A.P. classes.        
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Personalization and Guidance 

The advisory program in the Humanitas Academy will serve to create community.  
Advisory provides incoming students with the opportunity to enter the academic culture of our 
high school.  The Academy will strive to maintain a reasonable student to adult ratio in advisory.  
Teachers and support staff will serve as advisors.  Advisories are divided by grade level 
(graduation class) and groups remain with the same teacher for all four years.  Advisories meet 
four days a week for 30 minutes to address administrative issues and to give students a chance to 
get organized for the day.  One day a week they meet for an hour for discussion and activities as 
part of the grade level advisory curriculum.  The advisors serve as the contact person for the 
students’ parents and teachers regarding grades, behavior, attendance, and personal/ family 
issues.  The advisor works in concert with the students’ counselor, teachers, parents, and school 
social worker to help students succeed in school. 

 
The advisor is expected to get to know the students.  The students in turn are expected to 

alert the advisor to any obstacles to their academic achievement.  The advisor maintains copies 
of the students’ grades in order to help counsel the student, but does not replace the counselor.  
The advisor is the student’s advocate.  
 

During the weekly hour-long session each grade level group of advisories focuses on 
different issues. The 9th and 10th grade advisories focus on study skills and organization as well 
as team building.  The 11th grade focuses on planning for post-secondary education while the 12th 
grade is intent on the actual college and job application process.  Entire grade level activities 
occur during this time as well as school-wide meetings.   

 
The intent of the advisory is to ensure that every student has a significant relationship 

with at least one adult in the program.  The secondary goals are to build bonds between students 
that are positive and affirming and to formalize expectations of academic behavior. We also 
envision creating a senior buddy program to help our freshman adapt to high school life. 

 
The student portfolio will begin in the ninth grade and will stay with the student for four 

years.  The portfolio will be academic as well as contain personal information.  Students will 
keep samples of their written work, photos from projects or exhibitions, and a collection of 
extracurricular activities, awards, and community projects. Students will also create a post- 
secondary plan with the counselor and refer to the plan as they move through the program. The 
information in the portfolio will be used at the end of the 11th grade year to help the students 
create their personal resume.  Materials from the portfolio will be electronically preserved. 

 
To further personalize the advisory experience we have created our college mentor 

council.  Former graduates from the program who are attending local colleges volunteer to return 
and help our students.  These students give inspirational talks, help with college and financial aid 
applications, and give campus tours for college visits. 
 
 In Humanitas a key to personalization is the curriculum itself and the way the curriculum 
is delivered. Our interdisciplinary teams are standards based, and offer a variety of strategies to 
meet student needs. (discussed in curriculum section).  We also try to make our curriculum 
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culturally relevant and connect it to the real world.  We are mindful of Howard Gardner’s, Seven 
Types of Intelligence as we plan our curricular units. Our teams are: 
  10th grade – English, World History, Spanish II, and Biology 
             11th grade – US History/American Lit/Cont Comp 
  12th grade - World Literature/Government/Economics 
 
 The program has many opportunities for parent outreach and activities that extend 
beyond the school day.  Our Academy plans many activities for our parents such as 9th grade 
orientation, grade level meetings, team meetings, and conference nights.  Parents are included in 
grade level exhibition presentations and all parents are invited to attend our end of the year 
Academy Awards Night. Our student newsletter is distributed to all families.  Our students have 
the opportunity to stay beyond the school day to participate in Leadership Club, Creative Writing 
Club, Study Hall runs three times a week until 4:30.  Students are also able to take afternoon 
classes from Santa Monica Community College. 
 
 To increase parent participation, we currently hold 9th grade orientation meeting to 
introduce the parents to our program and the Academy teaching staff.  We give them an 
overview of the policies and procedures of our classes as well as an overview of the Humanitas 
Academy vision. In addition, we hold team meetings for Open House and parent Conferences 
instead of meeting individually with the parents.  We do this to illustrate and reinforce that our 
classes are team-taught.   
 
 
Standards Based Curriculum, Assessment, and Intervention 
 
 The Roosevelt High School Humanitas Academy is a four-year interdisciplinary 
program.  The curriculum is team-taught, theme-driven, and writing-based.  The 9th grade 
program consists of the core English and Math curriculum, uniquely interwoven with the 
electives Spanish I, Humanities and Introduction to Computers.  The umbrella theme for the year 
allows students to explore their self-identity, “Identity: Choice, Responsibility and Overcoming 
Obstacles.”  The English and Humanities block of courses introduces students to the Reading 
Apprenticeship model of improving reading with a  “toolbox” full of literacy strategies to be 
mastered and utilized. The “apprenticeship” analogy is carried on throughout the year in these 
core classes and the others by introducing students to the skills and pedagogical techniques they 
will use throughout their high school careers: writer’s workshop, Socratic seminar, literature 
circles, document reader’s circles, various presentations formats, and simulations among others. 
 In short, the 9th grade experience equips students with the basic skills they will need to conquer 
a rigorous, challenging high school curriculum.  In Math class, students are placed according to 
the grade received in the previous level. The Math teacher utilizes and thus reinforces as many of 
the literacy strategies and modified pedagogical techniques as is appropriate for his content.  The 
Spanish I elective plays a unique part in this first-year curriculum.  The decision for all students 
to take the Spanish language courses for three years was based on the research that shows that 
the more literate a student becomes in his native language the more literate he will become in his 
second language.  One of our major goals in the Academy is for our students to become truly 
bilingual.  The Spanish teacher also uses and reinforces the literacy strategies and pedagogical 
techniques first introduced by the English teacher.  The Introduction to Computers class teaches 
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students the skills necessary for success in later courses-basic keyboarding, Power Point 
presentations, etc.  We believe that this “apprenticeship” year of focusing on basic, common 
skills are the key to our students’ success. 
 
 The theme for our 10th grade year is “The Art of Citizenship: Negotiating the Conflict 
Between the Individual, Community and Society”.  The classes are Math, Spanish II, Biology, 
English 10 and World History.  Extending and expanding skills from the 9th grade, the English, 
World History and Spanish II classes form the center of the core and are team-taught.  The 
curriculum is driven by the World History standards and focuses on forms and philosophies of 
government, the cycle of revolution, and the two World Wars.  Students read and analyze 
literature and poetry that connect to the historical themes.  The 10th grade courses solidify the 
five-paragraph essay format, note taking, MLA citation format, and academic reading as well as 
prepare for the CAHSEE.  Spanish II enhances the curriculum by having students read relevant 
literature and primary documents in Spanish.  They also create projects that are connected to the 
History and English curriculum and practice their presentation skills in Spanish.  Biology 
concepts lend depth to specific units and are an integral part of those units such as the study of 
Eugenics in the Facing History and Ourselves study of World War II.  The Biology teacher has 
also made practicing the Strategic Literacy techniques a continual part of the curriculum.  Our 
10th grade students take math according to their math level, but the majority takes Algebra or 
Geometry.  The Math teacher supports the team by having the same expectations of students and 
using the Strategic Literacy techniques and other pedagogical techniques whenever possible. 
 
 The 11th grade Academy classes are American Literature/Contemporary Composition, 
U.S. History, Chemistry and for most students Algebra II.  The core, team-taught classes are 
English and U.S. History and we are in the process of adding an elective-Cinema and Theater 
Arts-to the program.  This elective will meet the fine arts requirement for the U.C. system and 
will add depth and interest to the American studies section of the curriculum.  The theme for the 
11th grade is “The Process of Change: Affirmation, Resistance, and Transformation.” The 
curriculum is driven by the U.S. History standards.  The skill focus for this year’s core is the 
writing process.  Students will write extensively in all three content classes including 
interdisciplinary essays at the conclusion of each unit of study.  In English class, students will 
read longer pieces of literature, for example The Grapes of Wrath, and compose analytical essays 
and short papers.  In U.S. History students will tackle the Document-Based Question, which is 
usually reserved for students of Advanced Placement classes.  We have found that when students 
practice their analytical skills by reading and analyzing primary documents and are led carefully 
through scaffolded synthesis exercises, they are quite capable of writing these sophisticated, 
timed-writing pieces.  Students in the program also take the Spanish Language Advanced 
Placement class during the 11th grade.  They are also enrolled in Chemistry and Algebra II.  
Other than using the common literacy strategies to master difficult text, we are still working to 
truly integrate the Chemistry and Algebra sections of the curriculum.  This is due in part to the 
turn over in Science teachers, but is also an inherent difficulty with the course content at the high 
school level.  However, just having students undertake these classes together, as a coherent 
community of scholars with common strategies for mastering difficult material, allows them to 
be more successful and confident. 
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 The 12th grade program is organized around the theme, “The Quest for Enlightenment: 
Understanding the Past, Living the Present, Creating the Future”.  The core components of this 
program are the English and Social Studies classes-Expository Composition/World Literature 
and U.S. Government/Economics.  While the curriculum is driven in good part by the Social 
Studies content, the focus for the year is for students to hone their writing skills and achieve 
college-level mastery.  During the year students write many short papers and one large research 
project, written or multi-media.  Each presentation must have a visual, written and oral 
component. Students are required to utilize their technology skills developed throughout the four 
years to research their topic thoroughly and use creative ways to present the material to their 
peers.  Additionally, community service learning and/or internships will become a vital part of 
our program.  Seniors are required to complete 60 hours of community service with an agency or 
group that supports our program.  Many of the seniors choose to volunteer at the Japanese 
National Museum, Youth Opportunity Movement, various churches in the area, or elementary 
school campuses.  The service-learning requirement for LAUSD is completed in the junior year 
in US History.  Last year’s class project dealt with the Civil Rights movement and modern day 
civil rights issues. 
  
 A very important component of the Humanitas curriculum is that it include an art 
component and this could include studio art, art history, music, dance, etc.   We only have one 
art teacher on A track so it is impossible to offer separate arts classes so the grade level teams 
have found very successful and meaningful ways to imbed the arts in our curriculum.  As an 
example in the 11th grade team in the unit on the 20’s and 30’s, students are introduced to the 
history of jazz music, members from our school jazz band come in and take us through the 
development of jazz and the history teacher teaches the class how to swing dance. 
 
 All of our students are programmed into courses in courses that meet the A-G 
requirements. (see table at end of section)  We have found that just taking college prep courses 
are not enough to help our students successfully negotiate the college application process.  To 
make sure all students are ready to apply, we have mandated the following in our program.  
Students are given credit in senior classes for completing the following: 
 
   9th      PSAT recommended 
   10th    PSAT 
   11th    PSAT – Fall  
             SAT 1 – Spring 
              We offer all 11 graders a SAT I writing workshop in our English   
    Section prior to the test date. 
                               
   12th     SAT 1  Fall – October 
              SAT 11 – for UC applicants 
              All seniors must apply to a Cal State. The CSU mentor workshop is                         
                                                      given to all seniors by English and government team teachers. 

All seniors must apply for three scholarships  
              All seniors complete a college brag sheet using their portfolio 
              All seniors write the UC personal statement 
              All seniors must apply for local scholarship money. 
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The same opportunity is given to all learners, ELL, RSP, regular and gifted students participate 
in this process. 
 
 We also have a college mentor council made up of former graduates from our program 
who return several times a year to meet with different levels of students.  For the underclassmen 
it’s inspirational speaking.  For the juniors it’s more informative about the application process 
and what to expect as a freshman.  Most of our College Mentor Council members are at Cal State 
LA so we take the 9th graders to the campus to visit and get them motivated and our college 
mentors meet with them and talk about college life.  Our junior and seniors visit closer to 
application time, attend a class, and meet with the mentors. Our mentors also act as a resource 
for the teaching staff.  They meet with us and help us evaluate where we need to strengthen the 
program.  An example is the suggestion to include more demanding writing tasks.  Having 
former graduates serve as college mentors adds a very special personalization element to our 
program. 
 
 Assessment of student achievement will be completed in several ways: student portfolios, 
student essays, on-demand tasks such as quizzes or assignments, project-based assessments, 
Socratic seminars and standardized exams.  Student Portfolio development begins in the ninth 
grade.  The portfolio is both academic and personal.  Students keep their best work, samples of 
interdisciplinary essays, photos of exhibits or class projects and a personal record of their 
involvement in school and community activities, recognition events, honors and awards, etc. 
We have found this a very successful tool for the students to access in their senior year when 
they are preparing their college applications.  It is also an excellent record to share with parents 
on conference night. Since Humanitas is a writing based program, essay writing becomes a key 
demand through the years.  The CAHSEE exam and the SAT 1 require on-demand essay writing 
so we have revised our curriculum in both the English and History classes to meet this new 
requirement..  We offer multiple timed writing experiences at all grade levels to help our 
students achieve success on these exams as well as in post secondary experiences. 
 
 Students who are in need of intervention have many ways to access assistance. Since our 
students come to us in 9th grade reading at the 5th grade level our entire curriculum for 9th 
through 12th grade has intervention strategies imbedded in all core classes.  The Reading 
Apprenticeship program is our literacy intervention piece.  We also require all of our students to 
participate in the Accelerated reader program.  We also have developed a Humanitas Academic 
Vocabulary List to use with students in all of our classes.  We select a word a week and 
emphasize that word in our instruction in all of our classes. To help students pass the CAHSEE 
exam we offer a CAHSEE prep curriculum that is imbedded in our 9th and 10th grade core 
curriculum in English and math. Two weeks prior to the test date our English and math teachers 
run a special pre CAHSEE workshop to help the students feel comfortable with the exam.  Our 
10th grade pass rate last year was 78%.   If a student fails the first time we offer a special tutoring 
session prior to the exam.  Students may also access the CAHSEE prep classes in intersession or 
the Beyond the Bell program.  For seniors who still need to pass there is CAHSEE boot camp 
two weeks prior to the test. Our pass rate for the senior class last year was 97%.  Students who 
need daily assistance with their homework may attend our special study hall on Monday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday.  We run two rooms, one for Math/Science and one for English/Social 
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Studies and any other subject.  If a student is continuously struggling they will be assigned to 
study hall for a limited period of time. Students who are behind in credits or need to make up 
courses have opportunities to do so. Roosevelt offers Beyond the Bell classes, Intersession 
classes, adult school classes, as well as the opportunity to take classes from Santa Monica 
Community College after school on our campus, as well as East LA Community College classes.  
Our math teachers also offer special tutoring sessions in all levels of math.  The counselor is also 
an integral part in the intervention component.  Students meet with her to develop their four-year 
plan and when the roadblocks surface, the counselor, lead teacher, student, and parent meet to 
problem- solve and get the student back on track. 
 
Master Program Design 
 
The teams are as follows: 
 
9th Grade-English, Strategic Literacy, Math, Spanish for Native Speakers 1, Intro to Computers,                   
Intercoordinated science or Biology 
10th Grade- English 10, World History, Spanish for Native Speakers 2, Biology, Math 
11th Grade- American Literature, US History, Chemistry, and Math  
12th Grade- World Literature, Government/Economics, Appropriate Math and/or Science ,UC 
elective 
 
The current Humanitas Academy teaching staff includes: 

 
Name:    Subject: 
Lonee Lona   English 
Estelle Ost   English 
Deborah Lowe   English 

            Esteban Lopez   English 
Susan Anderson  Social Studies 
Sonia Herrera   Social Studies 
Deborah Thompson  Social Studies, Lead 
Felicia Burt         Biology 
Brian Waldman  Math 
Howard Larsen  Math 
Sandra Gonzalez  Spanish 
Irma Romero      Spanish 
Nora Comelli                           Computers 
 
Efren Rodriquez                      Special Education 
Yolanda Rivera                        Special Education 
Ray Trejo                                 Physical Education 
Wanda Nicholson                     Counselor 

 
 

Respect and responsibility grow out of both the curriculum and the advisory program.  
The advisory program is the keystone of the personal development, while the interdisciplinary 
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curriculum provides a strong moral/philosophical component.  The 9th grade Academic Literacy 
focuses on helping the students develop an academic mindset.  The after school tutoring/study 
hall program creates an after school academic community for students to work and share 
knowledge.  The senior curriculum incorporates community involvement, which helps students 
gain valuable work experience and assists in transferring the skills learned in their academic 
classes to a real world situation. 
 
           In order to develop high achieving students and create a culture that is based on common 
values and ethics, the advisory program will be in place.  This program is described further in the 
section entitled Personalization and Guidance.   
 
Accountability and Distributed Leadership: 
 
 The Humanitas Academy’s overall leadership structure is based around a lead teacher 
position ( full time position but at present, 2 periods off), a full time academy counselor as well 
as members of the Humanitas Academy staff who each volunteer for extra assignments that are 
the key to the success of our program.  An administrator is assigned to our academy to help the 
lead teacher and staff coordinate professional development activities as well as student events.  
All will work as team to help promote the vision of our academy. 
We have an active parent group that meets several times a year with the entire staff.  In 2000 we 
added our student leadership component and have a very active leadership club that is 
responsible for the newsletter, some recognition activities, fundraising, and our long standing 
Homeroom of the Year competition. 
 
 
The Humanitas Program Lead: 
 

• Creates a matrix and master schedule and decides on placement of students with the help 
 of the counselor and the administrator 

• Uses data and assessments supplied at local site to direct production of curriculum units  
 at each grade level that are culturally relevant and engaging to the local school  
 population 

• Works collaboratively with team to establish A-G course of study, and plan vertical 
alignment and horizontal integration of interdisciplinary curriculum. 

• Prepares recruiting materials, visits local feeder middle schools for recruitment and ninth 
grade orientation 

• Assists counselor in scheduling classes and programming students 
• Directs local fund-raising efforts for Humanitas events 
• Establishes/maintains student involvement in development of Humanitas curriculum and 

events 
• Establishes/maintains parent involvement in development of Humanitas curriculum and 

events 
• Works with staff to plan professional development 
• Works to maintain communication between all Humanitas Academy stakeholders 
• Attend student meeting and act as a liaison between students and the administrative staff 
• Coordinates an annual Academy award event to showcase student achievement 
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• Maintains semester honor rolls 
• Collects student data from SIS and uses data to inform intervention activities  
• Sets up and maintains study hall and tutoring schedules 
• Coordinates parent meetings 
• Coordinates parent council meetings 
• Attends Council of Leads and School Site Redesign Committee meetings 
• Sets up interviews for teacher vacancies 
• Works with the counselor to create a master schedule, handle minor discipline issues 
• Acts as the liaison with Urban Education Partnership 

 
The Counselor: 
 

• Works collaboratively with lead teacher to create a master schedule 
• Works with teachers, students, and parents to coordinate the proper placement of students 
• Attends retreats and professional development meetings 
• Helps organize contacts with parents 
• Helps students develop their educational plan 

 
We have created committees for the key areas in our Academy that need additional coordination 
or implementation.  Each staff member must be an active participant in one of the following 
committees. 
 
 Committee on Parental Involvement Activities 
  Helps to plan our various parent activities such as 9th grade orientation, grade  
  level parent meetings, and meetings with our parent council 
 Creative Writing Club  
  This grew out of our experience with the 826LA book project.  We have an active 
  group of student writers who continue to write and publish their work  
 Student Leadership Club 
  This group meets twice a week to plan Homeroom of the Year activities, small  
  fundraising events, and writes the student newsletter.  Teachers on this committee 
  sponsor the leadership component of our program 
 Study Hall/ Tutoring 
  Plans the study hall schedule, provides snacks, and sets teacher work schedule 
 Post Secondary Options 
  Committee researches summer bridge activities for our students, publicizes the 
  information, recruits candidates.  This committee also organizes the letter of  
  recommendation writing schedule so recommendations are spread equally across 
  the board.  Committee also plans yearly event with UCLA ‘s Getting ready for  
  college program. 
 
At the end of the year at our retreat we evaluate the successes of each committee.  We create new 
committees if necessary and all staff members select which committee they will be involved in 
for the following year.  
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Staff Meetings – We have regular staff meetings to address issues in our program.  We have two 
banked days a month and some of the time is used to discuss academy specific business.  All 
decisions regarding the budget are discussed with all members, as well as master schedule issues, 
student programming, some student behavior issues and issues of community safety. 
 
Student Leadership Club – In 2000 we started a leadership club to add another dimension of 
personalization into the program. Student representatives from each of the homerooms meet 
twice a week to discuss student issues and plan activities.  We started a Homeroom of the Year 
Competition where the homerooms compete against each in friendly, fun competitions to earn 
points.  At the end of the year, the homeroom with the most points is crowned Homeroom of the 
Year and takes ownership of the trophy for a year.  The leadership club also produces a student 
newsletter, organizes minor fundraising events, and sends student representatives to some of our 
staff meetings.  We feel that the voice of the student is critical to our program and we want them 
actively involved in the decision making process. 
 
Parent Involvement – We have a small parent council made up of representatives from each of 
the grade level and we seek regular input from this group when we plan activities to include 
more parents.  We have 9th grade orientation meeting, grade level meetings, and team meetings. 
We actively encourage our parents to attend all of our meetings.  Our parents also attend Back to 
School Night and regularly attend parent conferencing.  We are creating a parent survey this year 
to be used at our end of the year retreat.  Representatives from the parent council are invited to  
attend our year end retreat.  
 
Evaluation – Our academy meets on a regular basis and evaluates our progress and our plan.  
We use attendance data, graduation rates, CAHSEE scores, CST scores, student surveys, and 
narratives from our teachers to assess the progress of our students.  Evaluation is ongoing 
throughout the year.  We use data and student work samples to make adjustments in the 
curriculum.  We also use all data and surveys at the end of the year retreat to make plans for the 
following school year.  Parent and student input is discussed and incorporated into next year’s 
plan.  At the beginning of every year, parent, students, and teachers commit to a common set of 
objectives and code of conduct.   
 
Communication structure:  The Academies at Roosevelt High School do not operate 
independently of each other.  We have a Council of Leads and Chairs Committee as well as the 
School Site Redesign Committee and the Site Council.  All leads are members of the Council of 
Leads and the SSRC.  School wide issues are addressed in these meeting as well as SLC specific 
issues. These two councils are advisory only and make recommendations to the Site Council.  
The Site Council is elected by staff and votes on all budgetary issues. The School Improvement 
Facilitator is available for support and technical assistance. 
 
Collaboration/Parent and Community Involvement 
 
 The Humanitas Academy has developed many partnerships with community agencies and 
post-secondary institutions throughout our years of existence. Last year we were involved with 
826LA and produced a book of student writings entitled, Entering New Territory: Dreams for a 
New Los Angeles.  Mayor Villaragosa was the celebrity author for this project.  We also work 
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regularly with the Japanese National Museum on oral history projects. We are currently working 
with the Museum of Radio and Television on a civil rights project.  Santa Monica Community 
College works closely with us to offer a variety of art classes after school for our students to 
fulfill their UC requirements. Our girls have been involved with Girls Today, Women 
Tomorrow, for the past five years.  We have a students exchange program with the Kate School 
in Santa Barbara.  The Urban Education Partnership supports our program.  They offer 
professional development and grant opportunities for our teachers. 
 
 Parent involvement is integral to the development and sustainability of our program.  Our 
parents are involved in the leadership of our academy.  Our parent council helps us organize 
appropriate parent activities to meet our academy needs such as but not limited to, team 
meetings, exhibition nights, and our end of the year awards night.  We also have parent 
chaperones on our grade level field trips.  We are developing a parent survey to be given at the 
end of the year.  The results will be used at our end of the year retreat. 
 
 During recruitment time parents have access to variety of information sources to find out 
information about the Humanitas Academy.  The Roosevelt website offers a description and 
information. Flyers are distributed to the local feeder schools and students and staff set up 
informational tables at middle school events.  Roosevelt also brings all 8th graders to campus for 
an orientation and presentations by each academy. 
  
Professional Development 
 
 Several varieties of professional development have been necessary to keep the Academy 
program vital and rigorous.  The first type is teacher collaboration.  Time for regular 
collaboration and theme planning in grade level teams, including the designing and evaluation of 
interdisciplinary writing assignments, is a regular part of the teaching schedule.  Each grade level 
team has a common conference period and most teams meet at least two times a week.  One day 
is devoted to curriculum development and the other day is using the Student work protocol to 
analyze student work. Time is also allotted for vertical planning across the grade levels to 
establish prerequisites, core works and standards expected at each grade level and to assess the 
strength of the existing program.  Teachers meet together regularly to discuss their students’ 
progress and make necessary changes to improve instruction.  Professional development of this 
type is possibly the most productive of all because it does not take teachers out of their 
classrooms.  The bonds of community that are built and strengthened are the most important 
ingredients to making happy, productive teachers.  The second type of professional development 
the Academy teachers need is in-servicing or instruction from experts outside the school.  
Education is a continually changing field with new developments, new pedagogical techniques, 
new ways to organize the transmission of content and concepts.  Teachers need time and 
resources to keep abreast of the latest information. Since our SLC has been functional for ten 
years our staff has been trained in the following.  As the staff changes, new members complete 
the core trainings that are critical to the success of our program.  Our core trainings: 
 

1. Humanitas Interdisciplinary Team Teaching Training – all staff, 3 days 
2. Facing History and Ourselves – this curriculum is a vertical strand in our 

program.  All social studies and English teachers are trained  5 days 
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3. West Ed Reading Apprenticeship Model for the teaching of reading strategies 
so students are able to access academic text.  All staff has had some level of 
training.  Teachers who are advanced in this model are now giving workshops 
at RHS as well as other schools 

4. Socratic Seminar –A vertical strand in our program in which all staff members 
are trained 

5. Math teachers have had special training for CAHSEE intervention. 
6. History Alive! Stanford University – All social studies teachers utilize the 

History Alive strategies in their classes and all have been trained. 
7. UCLA Summer Writer’s Workshop – 1 month, English teachers 
8. Kate Kinsella Literacy Strategies for the ELL Students Workshop – All 

teachers including special education. 
9. Jane Schaffer Writing Strategies – all staff 
10.  Using technology in the classroom 

11.  Standards in Practice and Student Work Protocols 

Professional Development for this year takes place during banked time and the focus for 
this year is as follows: 

 
1. Digital Library - This year our staff received a two day workshop by the 

school librarian in  the use of the digital library.  This will help our students 
with research for their exhibitions and grade level projects. This also provides 
another technology tool. 

 
2.  Test Prep strategies for the Standards Test – Princeton Review 
 
3.  Technology in the classroom  - Our computer teacher holds regular in-services 

on new technology strategies to be used in the classroom. 
 
4. Developing an Advisory program unique to our SLC goals 

 
5.    Creating grade level exhibition pieces 

 
We also have an annual end of the year retreat at Descanso Gardens to reflect and evaluate to 
year.  We analyze data such as attendance, graduation rates, CAHSEE pass rates,  
CST scores, student and parent surveys.  We use this data to redesign the curriculum.  All staff 
members also take advantage of off site professional development unique to their subject areas. 
 
 
            The third type of professional development is needed from the Teacher Training Center.  
When a team member leaves or the team expands, training a new member is not something that 
can   be done effectively or efficiently “on the fly” during nutrition, lunch or after school 
meetings.  New teachers bring their own strengths and weaknesses to a team and often the 
curriculum and the pedagogy have to be changed to fit the new team members.  This requires an 
extended period of time together and this is best accomplished in the Teacher Training Center. 
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 The Humanitas model is significantly different from other models that it requires a 
concentrated training period to introduce the major concepts and curriculum design to teachers 
who want to build a Humanitas program.  The Teacher Training Center, as it currently exists at 
Roosevelt and Cleveland High Schools, run four, three-day sessions a year for new teams 
throughout the District.  The training consists of three days of modeling, planning, observation 
and mentoring with the creation of one unit of interdisciplinary study as its goal.  The 
participants spend time learning to build broad interdisciplinary themes, write interdisciplinary 
essays and create tight curricular units that allow students to discover and explore the 
connections between disciplines while still meeting state content standards.  This is a labor-
intensive process.  Teachers have to see tightly woven interdisciplinary units modeled frequently 
in order to create them themselves. The Urban Education Partnership has supported Humanitas 
through the years and continues to do so.  They finance the training centers.  We would like to 
see the Teacher Training Center evolve into a professional center where teams spend at least one 
week in their initial introduction to Humanitas and several shorter stays during the years to 
develop more units.  We would like to have the equipment to lend to teams to record their 
classroom presentations and share with other teams.  We would like to see the Centers utilized as 
places where new trends or ideas in education that would further Humanitas goals would be 
introduced and modeled.  Schools who have been successful in performance-based learning or 
using technology as an instructional tool would have a place and a forum for sharing their 
information.  Groups of teachers who are interested in learning how to incorporate Strategic 
Literacy techniques into their content fields or do Standards-based lessons planning would find 
help and expertise at the Center to educate teachers on aspects of art and music that would add 
substance and depth to their unit studies.  We visualize the Training Center as a place where true, 
wide-ranging interdisciplinary study can take place. 
 
 We also visualize the Teacher Training Center as a place where Humanitas Leadership 
Training can take place.  We would like to see the establishment of a network of support and on-
going education of Humanitas leadership. The leadership team at UEP is currently working on 
this part of professional development.   Just as one of the key ingredients to the success of long-
standing Humanitas programs is the sense of community and shared scholarship, the same 
ingredient is needed to make the leadership feel supported and part of a larger whole. 
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